
EXT. BANK NIGHT

Two police officers JONES and DIAZ are collecting an eye-
witness account from SUSAN SATCHEL. Police cars are 
everywhere. She is OK but sitting on the end of an abulance 
wearing a blanket over her sholders and is drinking a coffee. 

SUSAN
Oh it was awful!

JONES
Again, Mrs. Satchel were so sorry 
for any trauma you have suffered 
today. We promise we’ll find these 
bastard who robbed this here Wells 
Fargo. 

DIAZ
We understand you were simply 
making a deposit by the time these 
two masked assaliants entered the 
front of the bank, but is there 
anything you can tell us to help us 
indenify these guys.

SUSAN
I’m so sorry. I wish I could help 
but I was in shock! I couldn’t see 
anything

JONES
That’s very common. We Understand. 

DIAZ
Thank you for your time Mrs. 
Satchel.

The two officers turn to leave

SUSAN
Wait! One of them had a tattoo

JONES
What was that, Mrs. Satchel?

DIAZ 
What did it say!

SUSAN
I don’t know! I was in so much 
shock but one of the masked men,I- 
I remember right after he yelled 
“EVERYBODY ON THE GROUND!” He 
turned and on his neck... 
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JONES
Ya? Ya?

DIAZ

What was it?

SUSAN
It was a Heart. Right on his neck. 
I think. It was really hard to see.

DIAZ
Hmm a heart tattoo on the neck you 
say?

(beat)
Jones, look through the database 
for any convict who was released in 
the last 10 months who had a heart 
tattoo on his neck.

(beat as JONES starts 
pressing buttons on an 
iPad)

Thank you Mrs. Satchel

SUSAN
I’m sorry I can’t be more of a 
help. I was in so much shock. Like 
I said, I really didn’t see 
anything.

DIAZ
Don’t worry we apperciate any help 
you can give.

Diaz and Jones being to walk away

SUSAN
MOM!

DIAZ
Excuse me?

SUSAN
The Heart Tattoo said 
“Mom” right in the middle

DIAZ
(snaps at jones)

Jones!

JONES
On it Diaz

He pushes more buttons on his iPad
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DIAZ
(back to Susan)

Are you sure?

SUSAN
Yes! They walked in, he yelled 
“Everyone on the ground!” Turned to 
give a thumbs up to his partner and 
on his neck was a giant heart that 
said “Mommy”

JONES
Mommy?

DIAZ
Mommy or mom?

SUSAN
Oh “Mommy” Sorry. It definitely 
said “Mommy”. Sorry in Shock. It’s 
probably nothing

BEAT Jones types more into the iPad

DIAZ
Anything Else-

SUSAN
Janine Frampton.

JONES
(looks up)

What?

SUSAN
On The tattoo!

DIAZ
The tattoo said “Mommy Janine 
Frampton”?

SUSAN
Yes it said. “My Mommy COMMA Janine 
Frampton” no big deal.

DIAZ
Are you sure?

SUSAN
Definitely... I’m sorry I can’t 
more of a help.
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JONES
Sir, Should I look up Janine 
Frampton?

DIAZ
Hmmm. Frampton... Where do I know 
the name Frampton.

(snaps his fingers)
Frampton Wine & Liquor on 51st! 
It’s right around the corner. It’s 
a family owned business! Jones we 
need to-

SUSAN
Oooo not that one!

DIAZ
What?

SUSAN
It’s not that Janine Frampton

DIAZ
How do you know...

SUSAN
Well. Like I said it’s probably 
nothing, but You know how After he 
yelled “Everybody on the ground” he 
gave a thumbs up? Well im just 
remembering that he then turned the 
other way to give his parnter a 
high-five.

DIAZ
Okay...

SUSAN 
And with his hand in the air I saw 
another tattoo on his forarm.

JONES
Another?!

DIAZ
What did it say

SUSAN 
We’ll I’m sorry I think I may still 
be in shock but I VAGULEY remeber 
that it was a Tattoo that said 
LIQUOR STORE in times new 

(MORE)
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roman, you know, the font, and 
there was an arrow pointing to it 
that said “NOT US!”

JONES
Hmmm interesting...

DIAZ
Damint there goes our lead

SUSAN
Sorry I can’t be of any help

(beat)
Oh wait and next to THAT there was 
a pair of scissors and clippers and 
I vaaaaguley remember an arrow 
pointing to that that said “IS US”

(beat)
I’m not sure if that means 
anything.

DIAZ
Jones!

JONES
On it!

(mumbling To his ipad)
Times New Roman font...

DIAZ
No! Jones! Frampton’s Barber Shop 
is on 60th our culprit MUST have 
ties there.

SUSAN
Brian.

DIAZ
WHAT NOW?

SUSAN
The guy. Could be nothing but after 
he yelled “Everyone get on the 
ground”, gave a thumbs up to his 
parnter AND gave him a highfive, he 
started doing the twist right on 
one of the tellers desks...uk the 
dance? He was real excited.

DIAZ
Your just remebering this now?

SUSAN  (CONT'D)
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SUSAN
Yes! I vagualy remember seeing his 
ankle on his ankle was a Tattoo... 
of a Dragon

DIAZ
A dragon?

SUSAN
I couldnt see much of it but on the 
dragon it said “I am the dragon... 
me COMMA Brian.” 

JONES
(points to the ipad)

Should i tell the iPad?

DIAZ
No! I mean yes!... wait so his name 
is Brian Frampton?!

SUSAN 
Well...

DIAZ
FOR THE LOVE OF GOD MRS. SATCHEL!!

SUSAN
Like I said I really didn’t 
anything...BUT

DIAZ
Please go on...

SUSAN
I’m sorry! Some of it is just 
coming back to me now!

(she mimicks)
“Get on the ground”

(she does thumbs up)
“eyy”

(mimicks)
They High-Five

(mimicks)
And twist

DIAZ
The culprits left here on foot! We 
don’t have all day
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SUSAN
Okok ya I vaguley remember that 
after the twist he told his parnter 
he was sweaty on account of all the 
dancing and general stress of bank 
robbery so he took off his shirt... 
and I saw a giant back tattoo of a 
Rose

DIAZ
What did it say!!

SUSAN
Well it’s still a little foggy, and 
I’m still a tad shocked, but I 
sorta remember that underneath, it 
said...“My parent’s are Divorced 
and I’m taking my mother’s maiden 
name. It’s Mulligan... I’m Brian 
Mulligan now. Not the Brian 
Mulligan who runs the Groceries on 
48th. A different Brian Mulligan.”

(to Jones)
In Times New Roman.

JONES
Thank you ma’am.

DIAZ
Ok Mrs. Sachtel that is all you 
saw, correct?!?!?!

SUSAN
Yes... Like i said I didn’t really 
see much, I’m sorry I cant be of 
any help. 

JONES
(ipad beeps)

My god Diaz There is only one purp 
in our database with a matching 
descritpion all these tattoos... 
What are the odds?! 

(beat)
It’s Brian Mulligan, the Tattoo 
Bandit of 2008!

DIAZ
Damnit the T.B. is at it again! If 
only we can find his parner, he can 
finaly lead him right to us...

Theyre about to leave when
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SUSAN
Oh you mean Frank Trimble? 

DIAZ
What...

SUSAN
Ya Frank. Sweetest robber we just 
chatted for hours in there. He 
need’s the money to pay for his 
studio aparment. So tough rasing 
two kids, Jeremy and Ben he said. 
and a puppy, Spike! He lives on 
40th and 3rd, apt 12b.

(beat)
Sorry I couldnt be of any help.

SCENE
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